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Figure 1: Fluorescent materials absorb part of the incoming light at wavelength λi and reradiate it at the longer wavelength λo. We have
measured bispectral BRRDFs to capture such materials and render them in the spectral environment map of a winter sunset. The bottom
row depicts slices of the bispectral BRRDF, showing one rendered sphere for each pair of incident and reflected or reradiated wavelengths
(λo,λi) ∈ [400nm;720nm]× [380nm;720nm]. Fluorescence is represented by the off-diagonal entries.
Abstract
In fluorescent materials, light from a certain band of incident wave-
lengths is reradiated at longer wavelengths, i.e., with a reduced
per-photon energy. While fluorescent materials are common in ev-
eryday life, they have received little attention in computer graph-
ics. Especially, no bidirectional reradiation measurements of flu-
orescent materials have been available so far. In this paper, we
extend the well-known concept of the bidirectional reflectance dis-
tribution function (BRDF) to account for energy transfer between
wavelengths, resulting in a Bispectral Bidirectional Reflectance
and Reradiation Distribution Function (bispectral BRRDF). Using
a bidirectional and bispectral measurement setup, we acquire re-
flectance and reradiation data of a variety of fluorescent materials,
including vehicle paints, paper and fabric, and compare their render-
ings with RGB, RGB×RGB, and spectral BRDFs. Our acquisition
is guided by a principal component analysis on complete bispectral
data taken under a sparse set of angles. We show that in order to
faithfully reproduce the full bispectral information for all other an-
gles, only a very small number of wavelength pairs needs to be
measured at a high angular resolution.
CR Categories: I.4.1 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]:
Digitization and Image Capture—Reflectance;
I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and
Realism—Color, shading, shadowing, and texture;
Keywords: fluorescence, spectral BRDF, bispectral BRRDF, bi-
spectral rendering
1 Introduction
Fluorescent materials change the wavelength of light upon reflec-
tion. This applies to many everyday materials, for instance human
teeth, utility vehicle paints, detergents (fabric whiteners), or even
ordinary photocopying paper. This shift of wavelength causes com-
pelling visual effects if it occurs within the visible spectrum or turns
UV radiation into visible light. In particular, many fluorescent sur-
faces appear brighter than perfectly white surfaces (Figure 2).
The underlying physical mechanism is well understood. A fluores-
cent medium consists of atoms or molecules that absorb incident
photons at a given wavelength, and re-emit them after a short time
(in the order of 10−8 s). During this time interval, the electrons
of the fluorescent molecule remain in an excited state above the
ground energy level. The re-emission of a photon occurs as the
fluorophore relaxes to its ground state. Due to mechanical interac-
tion with the surrounding molecules, some of the excitation energy
is lost during this process, leading to a change of wavelength, or
Stokes shift. As required for conservation of energy, except in the
case of multi-photon interactions, this shift always occurs towards
longer wavelengths, corresponding to a loss in per-photon energy.
The wavelength-shifting behavior of a fluorescent material can be
intuitively described bispectrally using a so-called reradiation ma-
trix [Donaldson 1954], specifying for each combination of incom-
ing and outgoing wavelengths the amount of reradiated light. At
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Redirected paths - phase function:














Redirected paths - phase function:
















Redirected paths - phase function:
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• If the medium is exclusively fluorescent,  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Maximum Exponential Tracking
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• Fluorescence aware tracking



























T(d, λ) ⋅ L(d, λ)
t = d
Fluorescence Aware Tracking






e−t⋅ ̂σt ⋅ ̂σsdt + e−d⋅ ̂σt
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Collision event Surface interaction
Volume scattering medium
t < d
T(t, λ) ⋅ ̂σs ⋅ L(t, λ) T(d, λ) ⋅ L(d, λ)
t = d
Fluorescence Aware Tracking
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t =
log (1 − ξ ⋅ ( ̂σt̂σs − 1) ⋅ e−d⋅ ̂σt)
̂σt




t = ξ ⋅
d ⋅ ̂σs + 1
̂σs
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We’ve turned our render into a monochrome renderer :-(
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Very inefficient: a lot of wavelengths outside reemission band
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band, and one emission band, as can be seen in figure 4. This cre-
ates problems for the other three wavelengths used by HWSS: if
the Hero wavelength is shifted from somewhere in the absorption
band to somewhere the emission band (i.e. undergoes a meaningful
wavelength shift which will actually end up transporting energy),
moving the other three stratified wavelengths by similar distances
will, in all probability, not yield meaningful light transport, as no
(or very little) shifting happens in those other wavelength brackets.
Which means that although a re-scaled stratified wavelength set
that still falls within the boundaries of the visible range (the last
option discussed above) would technically be a correct way of
doing things, it would still cause HWSS to degenerate to regular
monochrome spectral sampling like a straightforward collapsing
of wavelengths would: and it would essentially negate any advan-
tages of HWSS after the first fluorescent event. Therefore, it actu-
ally makes sense to allow each of the HWSS wavelengths to shift
completely independently from each other.
6.2. Bi-spectral HWSS
If the wavelength shift of fluorescent materials is individually im-
portance sampled in HWSS (and as we showed in the previous sec-
tion, it really ought to be), an issue with sample probabilities arises.
A normal HWSS has, in spite of its vector nature, a straightforward
sample probability p: namely, p = pd1, the probability of the direc-
tional decision made for the Hero wavelength. However, if each of
the wavelengths li in a HWSS now additionally performs individ-
ual importance sampling for wavelength shifting with probability
pli, the probability of the entire sample ends up being the product
of the involved probabilities: p = pd1 ’4i=1 pli.
Which means that if any of the shifting probabilities pli is zero
(and this can happen, as there might not be a viable shifting tar-
get for some incoming wavelengths), the probability of the entire
HWSS vector ends up being zero, which in turn can lead to cases
where non-zero radiance samples on other wavelengths end up in
a vector sample with overall probability zero. But this sort of thing
must never happen in a MC integration: function values of zero can
have a non-zero sampling probability, but all non-zero function val-
ues must have a non-zero sampling probability. The solution is to
ensure that the function value of all HWSS vector components is
zero if one of them has a shifting probability of zero. The follow-
ing derivation presents a way how to do this, while retaining the
overall logic of HWSS.
We first introduce a vector notation for equation components. For
a function g(x,l), a vector of n invocations resp. results of invoking









If only normal, non wavelength-shifting materials are present,
HWSS at the level of each individual hemispherical integration
along a path is straightforward: n-vectorising a specific Monte
Carlo sample (which HWSS effectively amounts to, usually with




f (x,wi ! w0,l) ·L(x,wi,l)dwi
The elements of the solution vector are simply a component-wise
product of the original vectorised contributions: which is of course
the main appeal of the entire idea, as this allows efficient use of
SIMD instructions. At a particular recursion level on a path, the lo-
cal versions of the spectral rendering equation (i.e. the single hemi-
spherical integration at this particular recursion depth) are basically











f (x,wi ! w0,l1) ·Ld(x,w0,l1)
...












Here, the operator ⇧ designates element wise multiplication:
such operations can be computed in parallel, e.g. via SIMD in-
structions. For the following, it is essential to bear in mind that the
result obtained via the vectorised form shown in the second equa-
tion above is still a single Monte Carlo sample: the only difference
to the plain form above it is that it returns n values for various l,
but all these n values contribute to a single MC sample. The only
feature which this vectorisation introduces is the additional sam-
pling of l, so the spatial integration domain for this vectorised MC
sample stays the same as for a non-vectorised sample: W.
By contrast, if the n elements of the vectorised form were al-
lowed to also individually pick a sampling direction wi,k (which
does not happen in HWSS, as the key idea there is to use a single
path for all four wavelengths), one would again get n values which
contribute to a single MC sample. However, equation 8 would not


















This, in turn, precludes directly using such a vector sample in the
parent MC integration which cast the sample in the first place: sim-
ply adding the vector components to the overall estimate is only
possible if the integration domains match. But as we will see in
the fluorescent case, it is actually possible to derive compensation
factors for the vector elements which still allow one to use the ele-
ments of such a dimensionally mis-matched vector sample.
Note that the above equation actually does not describe a realistic
usage case for MC rendering: in regular path tracers, one specifi-
cally does not cast multiple sub-rays for one single Monte Carlo
sample, as this was already shown to be inefficient by Kajia in his
original paper about the Rendering Equation [Kaj86]. We only use
this example to demonstrate that the domain extension effect for
© 2018 The Author(s)
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band, and one emission band, as can be seen in figure 4. This cre-
ates problems for the other three wavelengths used by HWSS: if
the Hero wavelength is shifted from somewhere in the absorption
band to somewhere the emission band (i.e. undergoes a meaningful
wavelength shift which will actually end up transporting energy),
moving the other three stratified wavelengths by similar distances
will, in all probability, not yield meaningful light transport, as no
(or very little) shifting happens in those other wavelength brackets.
Which means that although a re-scaled stratified wavelength set
that still falls within the boundaries of the visible range (the last
option discussed above) would technically be a correct way of
doing things, it would still cause HWSS to degenerate to regular
monochrome spectral sampling like a straightforward collapsing
of wavelengths would: and it would essentially negate any advan-
tages of HWSS after the first fluorescent event. Therefore, it actu-
ally makes sense to allow each of the HWSS wavelengths to shift
completely independently from each other.
6.2. Bi-spectral HWSS
If the wavelength shift of fluorescent materials is individually im-
portance sampled in HWSS (and as we showed in the previous sec-
tion, it really ought to be), an issue with sample probabilities arises.
A normal HWSS has, in spite of its vector nature, a straightforward
sample probability p: namely, p = pd1, the probability of the direc-
tional decision made for the Hero wavelength. However, if each of
the wavelengths li in a HWSS now additionally performs individ-
ual importance sampling for wavelength shifting with probability
pli, the probability of the entire sample ends up being the product
of the involved probabilities: p = pd1 ’4i=1 pli.
Which means that if any of the shifting probabilities pli is zero
(and this can happen, as there might not be a viable shifting tar-
get for some incoming wavelengths), the probability of the entire
HWSS vector ends up being zero, which in turn can lead to cases
where non-zero radiance samples on other wavelengths end up in
a vector sample with overall probability zero. But this sort of thing
must never happen in a MC integration: function values of zero can
have a non-zero sampling probability, but all non-zero function val-
ues must have a non-zero sampling probability. The solution is to
ensure that the function value of all HWSS vector components is
zero if one of them has a shifting probability of zero. The follow-
ing derivation presents a way how to do this, while retaining the
overall logic of HWSS.
We first introduce a vector notation for equation components. For
a function g(x,l), a vector of n invocations resp. results of invoking
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HWSS at the level of each individual hemispherical integration
along a path is straightforward: n-vectorising a specific Monte
Carlo sample (which HWSS effectively amounts to, usually with




f (x,wi ! w0,l) ·L(x,wi,l)dwi
The elements of the solution vector are simply a component-wise
product of the original vectorised contributions: which is of course
the main appeal of the entire idea, as this allows efficient use of
SIMD instructions. At a particular recursion level on a path, the lo-
cal versions of the spectral rendering equation (i.e. the single hemi-
spherical integration at this particular recursion depth) are basically
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Here, the operator ⇧ designates element wise multiplication:
such operations can be computed in parallel, e.g. via SIMD in-
structions. For the following, it is essential to bear in mind that the
result obtained via the vectorised form shown in the second equa-
tion above is still a single Monte Carlo sample: the only difference
to the plain form above it is that it returns n values for various l,
but all these n values contribute to a single MC sample. The only
feature which this vectorisation introduces is the additional sam-
pling of l, so the spatial integration domain for this vectorised MC
sample stays the same as for a non-vectorised sample: W.
By contrast, if the n elements of the vectorised form were al-
lowed to also individually pick a sampling direction wi,k (which
does not happen in HWSS, as the key idea there is to use a single
path for all four wavelengths), one would again get n values which
contribute to a single MC sample. However, equation 8 would not


















This, in turn, precludes directly using such a vector sample in the
parent MC integration which cast the sample in the first place: sim-
ply adding the vector components to the overall estimate is only
possible if the integration domains match. But as we will see in
the fluorescent case, it is actually possible to derive compensation
factors for the vector elements which still allow one to use the ele-
ments of such a dimensionally mis-matched vector sample.
Note that the above equation actually does not describe a realistic
usage case for MC rendering: in regular path tracers, one specifi-
cally does not cast multiple sub-rays for one single Monte Carlo
sample, as this was already shown to be inefficient by Kajia in his
original paper about the Rendering Equation [Kaj86]. We only use
this example to demonstrate that the domain extension effect for
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band, and one emission band, as can be seen in figure 4. This cre-
ates problems for the other three wavelengths used by HWSS: if
the Hero wavelength is shifted from somewhere in the absorption
band to somewhere the emission band (i.e. undergoes a meaningful
wavelength shift which will actually end up transporting energy),
moving the other three stratified wavele gths by similar distances
will, in all probability, not yield meaningful light transport, as no
(or very little) shifting happens in those other wavelength brackets.
Which means that although a re-scaled stratified wavelength set
that still falls within the boundaries of the visible range (the last
option discussed bov ) ould technically be correct way of
doing things, it would still c use HWSS to degenera e to regular
monoc rome spectral sampling like a straightforward collapsing
of wavelengths would: and it would essentially negate any advan-
tages of HWSS after the first fluorescent event. Therefore, it actu-
ally makes sense to allow each of the HWSS wavelengths to shift
completely ind pendently from each oth r.
6.2. Bi-spectral HWSS
If the wavelength shift of fluorescent materials is individually im-
portance sampled in HWSS (and as we showed in the previous sec-
tion, it really ought to be), an issue with sample probabilities arises.
A normal HWSS has, in spite of its vector nature, a straightforward
sample probability p: namely, p = pd1, the probability of the direc-
tional decision made for the Hero wavelength. However, if each of
the wavelengths li in a HWSS now additionally performs individ-
ual importance sampling for wavelength shifting with probability
pli, th probability of the entire sample e ds up b ing the product
of the involved probabiliti s: p = pd1 ’4i=1 pli.
Which means that if any of the shifting probabilities pli is zero
(and this can happen, as there might not be a viable shifting tar-
get for some incoming wavelengths), the probability of the entire
HWSS vector ends up being zero, which in turn can lead to cases
where non-zero radiance samples on other wavelengths end up in
a vector sample with ov rall probability zero. But t is sort of hing
must never happen in a MC integration: function values of zero can
have a non-zero sampling probability, but all non-zero function val-
ues must have a non-zero sampling probability. The solution is to
ensure that the function value of all HWSS vector components is
zero if one of them has a s ifting probability of zero. The follow-
ing derivation presents a way how to do this, while retaining the
overall logic of HWSS.
We first introduce a vector notation for equation components. For
a function g(x,l), a vector of n invocations resp. results of invoking
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product of the original v ctorised contributions: which is of course
the main appeal of the entire idea, as this allows efficient use of
SIMD instructions. At a particular recursion level on a path, the lo-
cal versions of the spectral rendering equation (i.e. the single hemi-
spherical integration at this particular recursion depth) are basically
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Here, the operator ⇧ designates element wise multiplication:
such operations can be computed in parallel, e.g. via SIMD in-
structions. For the following, it is essential to bear in mind that the
result obtained via the vectorised form shown in the second equa-
tion above is still a single Monte Carlo sample: the only difference
to the plain form above it is that it returns n values for various l,
but all these n values contribute to a single MC sample. The only
f ature which this vectori ation introduc s is the additional sam-
pling of l, so the spatial integration domain for this vectorised MC
sample stays the same as for a non-vectorised sample: W.
By contrast, if the n elements of the vectorised form were al-
lowed to also individually pick a sampling direction wi,k (which
does not happen in HWSS, as he k y idea there is to use single
path for all four wavelengths), one would again get n values which
contribute to a single MC sample. However, equation 8 would not


















This, in turn, precludes directly using such a vector sample in the
parent MC integration which cast the sample in the first place: sim-
ply adding the vector components to the overall estimate is only
possible if the integration domains match. But as we will see in
the fluorescent case, it is actually possible to derive compensation
factors for the vector elements which still allow one to use the ele-
ments of such a dimensionally mis-matched vector sample.
Note that the above equation actually does not describe a realistic
usage case for MC rendering: in regular path tracers, one specifi-
cally does not cast multiple sub-rays for one single Monte Carlo
sample, as this was already shown to be inefficient by Kajia in his
original paper about the Rendering Equation [Kaj86]. We only use
this example to demonstrate that the domain extension effect for
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Table 1: Nomenclature used in the paper, which is based on the notation used by [FWKH17]. Due to the bi-spectral nature of our work, we
explicitly have to label the involved wavelengths l, and introduce the additional fluorescence-enabled quantities ssF , sse , ssa , bss and bst .





xt Parameterised position along ray: xt = x+ tw
l Wavelength sampled by a monochrome eye-path
lo Output wavelength for fluorescent collisions
li Input wavelength for fluorescent collisions
d Ray length / domain of volume integration: 0 < t < d
z Random number
L(x,w,l) Radiance at x in direction w
W Hemispherical integration domain
L Spectral integration domain
Non Fluorescent parameters
sa(x,l) Absorption coefficient
ss(x,l) Non fluorescent scattering coefficient
st(x,l) Non fluorescent extinction coefficient:= sa(x,l)+ss(x,l)
T (x,xt ,l) Transmission: all radiance that is not absorbed or out-scattered, and which continues unaltered
fp(x,w,w0) Phase function
Fluorescent parameters
F(li,lo) Fluorescence response function, a.k.a. the full re-radiation matrix, or fluorescence efficiency term
ssF(x,li,lo) Fluorescence cross-talk, i.e. F(li,lo) minus the main diagonal: 8li = lo,ssF(x,li,lo) = 0
sse(x,l) Fluorescent in-shifting: incoming wavelength-shifted energy transfer (fluorescence re-emission):=
R
L ssF(x,li,l)dli
ssa(x,l) Fluorescent out-shifting: outgoing wavelength-shifted energy transfer (fluorescence absorption):=
R
L ssF(x,l,lo)dlo
bss(x,l) Fluorescence-aware collision coefficient:= ss(x,l)+sse(x,l)


















Figure 3: Schematic of a collision event in the presence of fluo-
rescence. This is a visual representation of the key quantities intro-
duced in table 1.
Within graphics, the first publication to deal with the phe-
nomenon was Glassner [Gla94], who demonstrated not only the
inclusion of fluorescence proper into a Whitted ray tracer, but also
dealt with time-dependent re-radiation, a.k.a. phosphorescence. A
very interesting extended formulation of the rendering equation ca-
pable of describing both effects was introduced: but by modern
standards, the practical utility of the rendering technology used is
practically non-existent, due to its deterministic nature.
The combination of polarisation and fluorescence within one
rendering system was later investigated by [WTP01]: while the ren-
derer used in this work was already a Monte Carlo system, it was
still a rather primitive one, which used n-band full spectral rep-
resentations, and did not run into the wavelength dependency is-
sues mentioned in the previous section; simply because no materi-
als sophisticated enough to expose this flaw were supported. Due
to this simplicity, the implementation proposed in that paper got
away with using re-radiation matrices that had been re-sampled to
the spectral resolution used by the renderer as attenuation elements.
While such an approach entirely avoids colour noise, it is slow, suf-
fers from aliasing artefacts due to its limited spectral resolution, and
is not extensible to support non-trivial volumes.
Wilkie et al. [WWLP06] investigated a simple layered BRDF
model that was capable of handling the conditional dependence of
the multi-coloured lobe found in the BRDFs of real world fluo-
rescent surfaces. Hullin et al. [HHA⇤10] proposed a modern for-
mulation of the modified rendering equation initially introduced
by [Gla94], and generally provided a considerably more theoret-
ically sound framework for the handling of the effect. However,
© 2018 The Author(s)
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bst = 0.2, bss = 0.2
scattering only









bst = 0.2, bss = 0.02
absorptive,
weakly scattering









bst = 0.3, bss = 0.02
more absorptive,
weakly scattering
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strongly fluorescent,
absorptive









bst = 0.03, bss = 0.6
strongly fluorescent,
weakly absorptive
Figure 9: Cumulative distribution functions P(t) of sampling dista ce t for varyi g bst and bs, and a surface at distance d = 10, using stan-
dard exponential tracking (red) and the proposed fluorescence-aware tracking (blue). The fluorescence-aware tracking takes the extended
collision coefficient into consideration to better match the distribution of the integral that is being sampled, as opposed to standard expo-
nential tracking, which only takes the extinction coefficient into account. The desirable probability distribution to sample the RTE integral
with unknown illumination is shown in dashed gray, which in all cases matches the fluorescence-aware tracking plot perfectly. As such,
the proposed scheme is able to prefer skipping over the medium for bss < bst , where the in-scattered light is more attenuated, which makes
the incident light from the surface more valuable. It behaves the same way for bst = bss, but prefers sampling collision events for bst < bss
(fluorescent medium), where there is a possibility of in-shifting whose out-shifting is not represented in bst , which in turn makes exponential
tracking incapable of properly sampling it. The last case is specially apparent for bst ! 0, where exponential sampling hardly catches
any collision events, while the actual contribution of the integral is linear with respect to distance d. This case is also properly handled by
fluorescence-aware tracking, which in this case approaches an almost uniform sampling scheme.
vectorised equations we now also observe for the bi-spectral ren-
dering equation [HHA⇤10] is actually not unique to it (first the





















The crucial thing to observe here is that the integration dimension
of the outer integral changes to Ln for the vectorised form. Intu-
itively, the reason for this is that each vector element has to inte-
grate over L separately – but all of them together still constitute a
single MC sample.
The effects of this domain enlargement show up when we expand















































































































Where kLk is the size of the spectral domain.
The additional term kLkn 1 is caused by the enlargement of the
integration domain, and can be thought of as a purely mathematical
artefact that arises from linking the different vector components
into a single MC sample. Note that it is a term that does not depend
on k because the vector elements in the HWSS do not depend on
each other. To compute it, we have to introduce a multiplicative
vector term t⇤ ((wi, ⇤i )! (w0, 
⇤
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which allows us considerable freedom to choose this term. One
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Table 1: Nomenclature used in the paper, which is based on the notation used by [FWKH17]. Due to the bi-spectral nature of our work, we
explicitly have to label the involved wavelengths l, and introduce the additional fluorescence-enabled quantities ssF , sse , ssa , bss and bst .





xt Parameterised position along ray: xt = x+ tw
l Wavelength sampled by a monochrome eye-path
lo Output wavelength for fluorescent collisions
li Input wavelength for fluorescent collisions
d Ray length / domain of volume integration: 0 < t < d
z Random number
L(x,w,l) Radiance at x in direction w
W Hemispherical integration domain
L Spectral integration domain
Non Fluorescent parameters
sa(x,l) Absorption coefficient
ss(x,l) Non fluorescent scattering coefficient
st(x,l) Non fluorescent extinction coefficient:= sa(x,l)+ss(x,l)
T (x,xt ,l) Transmission: all radiance that is not absorbed or out-scattered, and which continues unaltered
fp(x,w,w0) Phase function
Fluorescent parameters
F(li,lo) Fluorescence response function, a.k.a. the full re-radiation matrix, or fluorescence efficiency term
ssF(x,li,lo) Fluorescence cross-talk, i.e. F(li,lo) minus the main diagonal: 8li = lo,ssF(x,li,lo) = 0
sse(x,l) Fluorescent in-shifting: incoming wavelength-shifted energy transfer (fluorescence re-emission):=
R
L ssF(x,li,l)dli
ssa(x,l) Fluorescent out-shifting: outgoing wavelength-shifted energy transfer (fluorescence absorption):=
R
L ssF(x,l,lo)dlo
bss(x,l) Fluorescence-aware collision coefficient:= ss(x,l)+sse(x,l)


















Figure 3: Schematic of a collision event in the presence of fluo-
rescence. This is a visual representation of the key quantities intro-
duced in table 1.
Within graphics, the first publication to deal with the phe-
nomenon was Glassner [Gla94], who demonstrated not only the
inclusion of fluorescence proper into a Whitted ray tracer, but also
dealt with time-dependent re-radiation, a.k.a. phosphorescence. A
very interesting extended formulation of the rendering equation ca-
pable of describing both effects was introduced: but by modern
standards, the practical utility of the rendering technology used is
practically non-existent, due to its deterministic nature.
The combination of polarisation and fluorescence within one
rendering system was later investigated by [WTP01]: while the ren-
derer used in this work was already a Monte Carlo system, it was
still a rather primitive one, which used n-band full spectral rep-
resentations, and did not run into the wavelength dependency is-
sues mentioned in the previous section; simply because no materi-
als sophisticated enough to expose this flaw were supported. Due
to this simplicity, the implementation proposed in that paper got
away with using re-radiation matrices that had been re-sampled to
the spectral resolution used by the renderer as attenuation elements.
While such an approach entirely avoids colour noise, it is slow, suf-
fers from aliasing artefacts due to its limited spectral resolution, and
is not extensible to support non-trivial volumes.
Wilkie et al. [WWLP06] investigated a simple layered BRDF
model that was capable of handling the conditional dependence of
the multi-coloured lobe found in the BRDFs of real world fluo-
rescent surfaces. Hullin et al. [HHA⇤10] proposed a modern for-
mulation of the modified rendering equation initially introduced
by [Gla94], and generally provided a considerably more theoret-
ically sound framework for the handling of the effect. However,
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Figure 9: Cumulative distribution functions P(t) of sampling dista ce t for varyi g bst and bs, and a surface at distance d = 10, using stan-
dard exponential tracking (red) and the proposed fluorescence-aware tracking (blue). The fluorescence-aware tracking takes the extended
collision coefficient into consideration to better match the distribution of the integral that is being sampled, as opposed to standard expo-
nential tracking, which only takes the extinction coefficient into account. The desirable probability distribution to sample the RTE integral
with unknown illumination is shown in dashed gray, which in all cases matches the fluorescence-aware tracking plot perfectly. As such,
the proposed scheme is able to prefer skipping over the medium for bss < bst , where the in-scattered light is more attenuated, which makes
the incident light from the surface more valuable. It behaves the same way for bst = bss, but prefers sampling collision events for bst < bss
(fluorescent medium), where there is a possibility of in-shifting whose out-shifting is not represented in bst , which in turn makes exponential
tracking incapable of properly sampling it. The last case is specially apparent for bst ! 0, where exponential sampling hardly catches
any collision events, while the actual contribution of the integral is linear with respect to distance d. This case is also properly handled by
fluorescence-aware tracking, which in this case approaches an almost uniform sampling scheme.
vectorised equations we now also observe for the bi-spectral ren-
dering equation [HHA⇤10] is actually not unique to it (first the





















The crucial thing to observe here is that the integration dimension
of the outer integral changes to Ln for the vectorised form. Intu-
itively, the reason for this is that each vector element has to inte-
grate over L separately – but all of them together still constitute a
single MC sample.
The effects of this domain enlargement show up when we expand















































































































Where kLk is the size of the spectral domain.
The additional term kLkn 1 is caused by the enlargement of the
integration domain, and can be thought of as a purely mathematical
artefact that arises from linking the different vector components
into a single MC sample. Note that it is a term that does not depend
on k because the vector elements in the HWSS do not depend on
each other. To compute it, we have to introduce a multiplicative
vector term t⇤ ((wi, ⇤i )! (w0, 
⇤











for any w0,wi 2 W, ⇤o 2 Ln,li,k 2 L,h 2 [[1,n]]
which allows us considerable freedom to choose this term. One
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vectorised equations we now also observe for the bi-spectral ren-
dering equation [HHA⇤10] is actually not unique to it (first the
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Where kLk is the size of the spectral domain.
The add tional term kLkn 1 is caused by the enlargement of the
integration domain, and can be thought of as a purely mathematical
art f ct that arises fro linki g the different vector components
into a single MC sample. Note that it is a term that does not depend
on k because the vector elements in the HWSS do not depend on
each other. To compute it, we have to introduce a multiplicative
vector term t⇤ ((wi, ⇤i )! (w0, 
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band, and one emission band, as can be seen in figure 4. This cre-
ates problems for the other three wavelengths used by HWSS: if
the Hero wavelength is shifted from somewhere in the absorption
band to somewhere the emission band (i.e. undergoes a meaningful
wavelength shift which will actually end up transporting energy),
moving the other three stratified wavelengths by similar distances
will, in all probability, not yield meaningful light transport, as no
(or very little) shifting happens in those other wavelength brackets.
Which means that although a re-scaled stratified wavelength set
that still falls within the boundaries of the visible range (the last
option discussed above) would technically be a correct way of
doing things, it would still cause HWSS to degenerate to regular
monochrome spectral sampling like a straightforward collapsing
of wavelengths would: and it would essentially negate any advan-
tages of HWSS after the first fluorescent event. Therefore, it actu-
ally makes sense to allow each of the HWSS wavelengths to shift
completely independently from each other.
6.2. Bi-spectral HWSS
If the wavelength shift of fluorescent materials is individually im-
portance sampled in HWSS (and as we showed in the previous sec-
tion, it really ought to be), an issue with sample probabilities arises.
A normal HWSS has, in spite of its vector nature, a straightforward
sample probability p: namely, p = pd1, the probability of the direc-
tional decision made for the Hero wavelength. However, if each of
the wavelengths li in a HWSS now additionally performs individ-
ual importance sampling for wavelength shifting with probability
pli, the probability of the entire sample ends up being the product
of the involved probabilities: p = pd1 ’4i=1 pli.
Which means that if any of the shifting probabilities pli is zero
(and this can happen, as there might not be a viable shifting tar-
get for some incoming wavelengths), the probability of the entire
HWSS vector ends up being zero, which in turn can lead to cases
where non-zero radiance samples on other wavelengths end up in
a vector sample with overall probability zero. But this sort of thing
must never happen in a MC integration: function values of zero can
have a non-zero sampling probability, but all non-zero function val-
ues must have a non-zero sampling probability. The solution is to
ensure that the function value of all HWSS vector components is
zero if one of them has a shifting probability of zero. The follow-
ing derivation presents a way how to do this, while retaining the
overall logic of HWSS.
We first introduce a vector notation for equation components. For
a function g(x,l), a vector of n invocations resp. results of invoking









If only normal, non wavelength-shifting materials are present,
HWSS at the level of each individual hemispherical integration
along a path is straightforward: n-vectorising a specific Monte
Carlo sample (which HWSS effectively amounts to, usually with




f (x,wi ! w0,l) ·L(x,wi,l)dwi
The elements of the solution vector are simply a component-wise
product of the original vectorised contributions: which is of course
the main appeal of the entire idea, as this allows efficient use of
SIMD instructions. At a particular recursion level on a path, the lo-
cal versions of the spectral rendering equation (i.e. the single hemi-
spherical integration at this particular recursion depth) are basically











f (x,wi ! w0,l1) ·Ld(x,w0,l1)
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Here, the operator ⇧ designates element wise multiplication:
such operations can be computed in parallel, e.g. via SIMD in-
structions. For the following, it is essential to bear in mind that the
result obtained via the vectorised form shown in the second equa-
tion above is still a single Monte Carlo sample: the only difference
to the plain form above it is that it returns n values for various l,
but all these n values contribute to a single MC sample. The only
feature which this vectorisation introduces is the additional sam-
pling of l, so the spatial integration domain for this vectorised MC
sample stays the same as for a non-vectorised sample: W.
By contrast, if the n elements of the vectorised form were al-
lowed to also individually pick a sampling direction wi,k (which
does not happen in HWSS, as the key idea there is to use a single
path for all four wavelengths), one would again get n values which
contribute to a single MC sample. However, equation 8 would not


















This, in turn, precludes directly using such a vector sample in the
parent MC integration which cast the sample in the first place: sim-
ply adding the vector components to the overall estimate is only
possible if the integration domains match. But as we will see in
the fluorescent case, it is actually possible to derive compensation
factors for the vector elements which still allow one to use the ele-
ments of such a dimensionally mis-matched vector sample.
Note that the above equation actually does not describe a realistic
usage case for MC rendering: in regular path tracers, one specifi-
cally does not cast multiple sub-rays for one single Monte Carlo
sample, as this was already shown to be inefficient by Kajia in his
original paper about the Rendering Equation [Kaj86]. We only use
this example to demonstrate that the domain extension effect for
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Figure 9: Cumulative distribution functions P(t) of sampling distance t for varying bst and bss, and a surface at distance d = 10, using stan-
dard exponential tracking (red) and the proposed fluorescence-aware tracking (blue). The fluorescence-aware tracking takes the extended
collision coefficient into consideration to better match the distribution of the integral that is being sampled, as opposed to standard expo-
nential tracking, which only takes the extinction coefficient into account. The desirable probability distribution to sample the RTE integral
with unknown illumination is shown in dashed gray, which in all cases matches the fluorescence-aware tracking plot perfectly. As such,
the proposed scheme is able to prefer skipping over the medium for bss < bst , where the in-scattered light is more attenuated, which makes
the incident light from the surface more valuable. It behaves the same way for bst = bss, but prefers sampling collision events for bst < bss
(fluorescent medium), where there is a possibility of in-shifting whose out-shifting is not represented in bst , which in turn makes exponential
tracking incapable of properly sampling it. The last case is especially apparent for bst ! 0, where exponential sampling hardly catches
any collision events, while the actual contribution of the integral is linear with respect to distance d. This case is also properly handled by
fluorescence-aware tracking, which in this case approaches an almost uniform sampling scheme.
vectorised equations we now also observe for the bi-spectral ren-
dering equation [HHA⇤10] is actually not unique to it (first the





















The crucial thing to observe here is that the integration dimension
of the outer integral changes to Ln for the vectorised form. Intu-
itively, the reason for this is that each vector element has to inte-
grate over L separately – but all of them together still constitute a
single MC sample.
The effects of this domain enlargement show up when we expand















































































































Where kLk is the size of the spectral domain.
The additional term kLkn 1 is caused by the enlargement of the
integration domain, and can be thought of as a purely mathematical
artefact that arises from linking the different vector components
into a single MC sample. Note that it is a term that does not depend
on k because the vector elements in the HWSS do not depend on
each other. To compute it, we have to introduce a multiplicative
vector term t⇤ ((wi, ⇤i )! (w0, 
⇤
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which allows us considerable freedom to choose this term. One
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band, and one emission band, as can be seen in figure 4. This cre-
ates problems for the other three wavelengths used by HWSS: if
the Hero wavelength is shifted from somewhere in the absorption
band to somewhere the emission band (i.e. undergoes a meaningful
wavelength shift which will actually end up transporting energy),
moving the other three stratified wavelengths by similar distances
will, in all probability, not yield meaningful light transport, as no
(or very little) shifting happens in those other wavelength brackets.
Whi h mea s th t although a e-sc led strat fied wavelength set
that still fa s within the boundaries of the visible ra ge (the last
option discussed abov ) would technically be a correct way of
doing things, it would still cause HWSS to degenerate to regular
monochrome spectral sampling like a straightforward collapsing
of wavelengths would: and it would essentially negate any advan-
tages of HWSS after the first fluorescent event. Therefore, it actu-
ally makes sense to allow each of the HWSS wavelengths to shift
completely independently from each other.
6.2. Bi-spectral HWSS
If the wavelength shift of fluorescent materials is individually im-
portance sampled in HWSS (and as we showed in the previous sec-
tion, it really ought to be), an issue with sample probabilities arises.
A normal HWSS as, in spite of its v ctor natur , a straightforward
sample probability p: n mely, p = pd1, the probability of the direc-
tional d cision made for the Hero w v length. However, if each f
the wavelengths li in a HWSS now additionally performs individ-
ual importance sa pling for wavelength shifting with probability
pli, the probability of the entire sample ends up being the product
of the involved probabilities: p = pd1 ’4i=1 pli.
Which means that if any of the shifting probabilities pli is zero
(and this can happen, as there might not be a viable shifting tar-
get for some incoming wavelengths), the probability of the entire
HWSS vector ends up being zero, which in turn can lead to cases
where non-zero radiance samples on other wavelengths end up in
a vector sample with overall probability zero. But this sort of thing
must never happen in a MC integration: function values of zero can
have a non-zero sampling probability, but all non-zero function val-
ues must have a non-zero sampling probability. The solution is to
ensure that the function value of all HWSS vector components is
zero if one of them has a shifting probability of zero. The follow-
ing derivation presents a way how to do this, while retaining the
overall logic of HWSS.
We first introduce a vector notation for equation components. For
a function g(x,l), a vector of n invocations resp. results of invoking









If only normal, non wavelength-shifting materials are present,
HWSS at the level of each individual hemispherical integration
along a path is straightforward: n-vectorising a specific Monte
Carlo sample (which HWSS effectively amounts to, usually with




f (x,wi ! w0,l) ·L(x,wi,l)dwi
The elements of the solution vector are simply a component-wise
product of the original vectorised contributions: which is of course
the main appeal of the entire idea, as this allows efficient use of
SIMD instructions. At a particular recursion level on a path, the lo-
cal versions of the spectral rendering equation (i.e. the single hemi-
spherical integration at this particular recursion depth) are basically
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Here, the operator ⇧ designates element wise multiplication:
such operations can be computed in parallel, e.g. via SIMD in-
structions. For the following, it is essential to bear in mind that the
result obtained via the vectorised form shown in the second equa-
tion above is still a single Monte Carlo sample: the only difference
to the plain form above it is that it returns n v lues for various l,
but all these n values contribute to a single MC sample. The only
feature which this vectorisation introduces is the additional sam-
pling of l, so the spatial integration domain for this vectorised MC
sample stays the same as for a non-vectorised sample: W.
By contrast, if the n elements of the vectorised form were al-
lowed to also individually pick a sampling direction wi,k (which
does not happen in HWSS, as the key idea there s to use a single
path for all four wavelengths), one would again get n values which
contribute to a single MC sample. However, equation 8 would not


















This, in turn, precludes directly using such a vector sample in the
parent MC integration which cast the sample in the first place: sim-
ply adding the vector components to the overall estimate is only
possible if the integration domains match. But as we will see in
the fluorescent case, it is actually possible to derive compensation
factors for the vector elements which still allow one to use the ele-
ments of such a dimensionally mis-matched vector sample.
Note that the above equation actually does not describe a realistic
usage case for MC rendering: in regular path tracers, one specifi-
cally does not cast multiple sub-rays for one single Monte Carlo
sample, as this was already shown to be inefficient by Kajia in his
original paper about the Rendering Equation [Kaj86]. We only use
this example to demonstrate that the domain extension effect for
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band, and one emission band, as can be seen in figure 4. This cre-
ates problems for the other three wavelengths used by HWSS: if
the Hero wavelength is shifted from somewhere in the absorption
band to somewhere the emission band (i.e. undergoes a meaningful
wavelength shift which will actually end up transporting energy),
moving the other three stratified wavelengths by similar distances
will, in all probability, not yield meaningful light transport, as no
(or very little) shifting happens in those other wavelength brackets.
Which means that although a re-scaled stratified wavelength set
that still falls within the boundaries of the visible range (the last
option discussed above) would technically be a correct way of
doing things, it would still cause HWSS to degenerate to regular
monochrome spectral sampling like a straightforward collapsing
of wavelengths would: and it would essentially negate any advan-
tages of HWSS after the first fluorescent event. Therefore, it actu-
ally makes sense to allow each of the HWSS wavelengths to shift
completely independently from each other.
6.2. Bi-spectral HWSS
If the wavelength shift of fluorescent materials is individually im-
portance sampled in HWSS (and as we showed in the previous sec-
tion, it really ought to be), an issue with sample probabilities arises.
A normal HWSS has, in spite of its vector nature, a straightforward
sample probability p: namely, p = pd1, the probability of the direc-
tional decision made for the Hero wavelength. However, if each of
the wavelengths li in a HWSS now additionally performs individ-
ual importance sampling for wavelength shifting with probability
pli, the probability of the entire sample ends up being the product
of the involved probabilities: p = pd1 ’4i=1 pli.
Which means that if any of the shifting probabilities pli is zero
(and this can happen, as there might not be a viable shifting tar-
get for some incoming wavelengths), the probability of the entire
HWSS vector ends up being zero, which in turn can lead to cases
where non-zero radiance samples on other wavelengths end up in
a vector sample with overall probability zero. But this sort of thing
must never ha pen in a MC integration: function values of zero can
have a non-zero sampling probability, but all non-zero function val-
ues must have a non-zero sampling probability. The solution is to
ensure that the function value of all HWSS vector components is
zero if one of them has a shifting probability of zero. The follow-
ing derivation presents a way how to do this, while retaining the
overall logic of HWSS.
We first introduce a vector notation for equation components. For
a function g(x,l), a vector of n invocations resp. results of invoking









If only normal, non wavelength-shifting materials are present,
HWSS at the level of each individual hemispherical integration
along a path is straightforward: n-vectorising a specific Monte
Carlo sample (which HWSS effectively amounts to, usually with
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The elements of the solution vector are simply a component-wise
product of the original vectorised contributions: which is of course
the main appeal of the entire idea, as this allows efficient use of
SIMD instructions. At a particular recursion level on a path, the lo-
cal versions of the spectral rendering equation (i.e. the single hemi-
spherical integration at this particular recursion depth) are basically
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Here, the operator ⇧ designates element wise multiplication:
such operations can be computed in parallel, e.g. via SIMD in-
structions. For the following, it is essential to bear in mind that the
result obtained via the vectorised form shown in the second equa-
tion above is still a single Monte Carlo sample: the only difference
to the plain form above it is that it returns n values for various l,
but all these n values contribute to a single MC sample. The only
feature which this vectorisation introduces is the additional sam-
pling of l, so the spatial integration domain for this vectorised MC
sample stays the same as for a non-vectorised sample: W.
By contrast, if the n elements of the vectorised form were al-
lowed to also individually pick a sampling direction wi,k (which
does not happen in HWSS, as the key idea there is to use a single
path for all four wavelengths), one would again get n values which
contribute to a single MC sample. However, equation 8 would not


















This, in turn, precludes directly using such a vector sample in the
parent MC integration which cast the sample in the first place: sim-
ply adding the vector components to the overall estimate is only
possible if the integration domains match. But as we will see in
the fluorescent case, it is actually possible to derive compensation
factors for the vector elements which still allow one to use the ele-
ments of such a dimensionally mis-matched vector sample.
Note that the above equation actually does not describe a realistic
usage case for MC rendering: in regular path tracers, one specifi-
cally does not cast multiple sub-rays for one single Monte Carlo
sample, as this was already shown to be inefficient by Kajia in his
original paper about the Rendering Equation [Kaj86]. We only use
this example to demonstrate that the domain extension effect for
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